
ALGORITHM HACKS!

33 INSANE

TO DOMINATE SOCIAL MEDIA



HOW TO USE!

In a nutshell, Social Media algorithms measure the 
engagement of posts and rank your content in 

people’s timelines based upon this. 
 

So - if we want to get our businesses seen 
nowadays - we need to create content for Social 

Media that plays into the algorithm’s hands.
 

This guide is full of algorithm hacks; proven 
content ideas that will ensure you show up!

 
Each one is designed to get you more 

engagement, more reach and will help with your 
search marketing too! 

 
Some work well together, some are stand alone 

ideas, so mix and match for the best results!
 

Happy Hacking!



Andrew and Pete run an award winning (Digital and Social 
Media Company of the Year, Business Personality of the 

Year) content marketing company called ‘Andrew and Pete’, 
where they help small businesses create share-worthy 

content that builds brands people love. They have been 
featured on Social Media Examiner, Entrepreneur on Fire 
and Huffington Post, speakers at Social Media Marketing 

World, and are authors of the hit books, 'The Hippo 
Campus' and ‘Content Mavericks’. You can find out more 

about them at: www.andrewandpete.com

ABOUT THE AUTHORS:
ANDREW AND PETE



GO FURTHER!
Remember, if you’re feeling a bit 

overwhelmed with marketing your 
business online and find you’re not 

getting the results you want - then you 
should join ATOMIC, our membership 

site. It guides you through a 7 step 
process to make digital marketing 

work for you. 

https://www.andrewandpete.com/atomic



Let’s get going...



1. GIF GAMES
‘Tap-to-Stop the GIF’ games work so well! 
They get a ton of engagement, take this 

one for example, we made a GIF of all the 
speakers at this conference and it had so 
many RT’s and comments that it quickly 

became the top tweet of the whole event.

Other ideas for GIF games could be, ‘which 
celebrity are you’ game, or how about 

‘Tap-to-Stop on the discount code received’? 

There’s a ton of ideas, use your imagination!



All we did for this GIF was create mutiple 
‘slides’ and then ran it through a GIF maker 

such as giphy.com 

Here’s a video on how to create a GIF for yourself: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8agZ-15XZwc



2. WIN OF THE WEEK
This get’s crazy engagement and is 

fantastic for Facebook Groups and Pages. 
Lot’s of people have a ‘Win of the Week’ in 

their groups but not many have a small 
prize! This worked so well because we said 
we would deliver a pizza for their evening 

meal that very night! Total cost: £12.

Another great thing about this is that we found 
that members started to talk to each other - 

and this is what a great community is about - a 
group of people who know and support each 

other, not just you.



3. INTERACTIVE

This was one of the top ten most 
commented live streams of all time, 

gaining over 1.9 million views, 21K shares, 
and 2.4 million comments! 

The idea was simple, comment with the 
word ‘Yeezy’ and the balloon will get one 
pump, the winner of the give away is the 

person who last commented as the 
balloon bursts. 

This was done on Facebook Live but you could 
do the same on Periscope or YouTube live too.

GIVE AWAYS



Look how big the balloon gets!

The beauty of interactive games like this is that 
everyone who commented is a prime potential 

customer... so now you can do a retargeted 
Facebook ad to all those people. Boom - highly 

effective two step ad campaign. 



4. PINCH AND ZOOM

Here we used the new 
‘Pinch to Zoom’ feature of 

Instagram to capture 
people’s attention. This is 
fun and people loved it! 

You could do the same thing 
on other platforms too :)



5. THE ‘RT IF...’
Tap into your audience’s social 

currency, portray something they 
want to be associated with and ask 

for the share! In this case, the 
retweet (RT)! 

Did you know that if you ask for a “RT” 
you are 10x more likely to get one!?



Did you know that you are 22x more likely to get a retweet if you use 
the full word ‘Retweet’ as opposed to just the abbreviation ‘RT’!!? :O

6. THE ‘RETWEET IF...’



7. ASAP
 ENGAGEMENT

Did you know that you are 32x 
more likely to get a Retweet if 

someone else has already 
Retweeted that Tweet already?! 

The same works on everything, your 
blogs, your Facebook posts, YouTube 

videos etc. Our tip is to therefore 
encourage your friends/fans to engage 
with your content as fast as possible! A 
nice trick is to comment on your own 

post/video first like Ian Cleary has done 
on this video. 



8. BLAST OUT GROUPS
These are also sometimes called ‘pods’ and 

the basic principle is this: you post in the 
group your latest blog/video/podcast and 

everyone else HAS to share it and 
comment! This is fantastic for helping each 

other grow, and also helps to get that 
‘ASAP Engagement’. 

Note: try to get complementry industries in the 
group e.g. nutrition, fitness, yoga, stress 

management. We use a Privte Facebook Group 
but you can use whatever :)



‘SNEAK AND TAG’
COLLAB!

9. THE

Here, Mark from PVS used us as a great 
example of engaging videos. Immediately 

we shared this to our audience becuse 
obviously it portrays us in a good light. 

If you’re using great examples in your 
work, tag them and let them know! Most 

often than not, they will share it! 

Pointless fact about Andrew and Pete: Did you 
know we once got a RT off Tinie Tempah? 



Post about something ONLY your target audience would remember 
and play on the nostalgic emotions that come to light. 

10. WHO REMEMBERS...



11. VOTE VIA REACTION
These types of posts always get visibilty 

because the more reactions and 
comments you get, Facebook shows the 
post to more people! Think about what 
kind of poll you can create - the most 

controversial (or debatable) the better!

You can do the same thing on other platforms 
too, for example on Twitter it could be RT for 

‘yes’ and Like for ‘no’. 



12. MOST POPULAR HACK
Here’s a neat hack for coming up with 
guaranteed engaging videos... go to a 
thought leader’s YouTube channel (a 

thought leader in your industry who has a 
consistent YouTube Channel) - and go to 

their ‘Videos’, then switch to ‘Most popular’ 
rather than the standard ‘Date Added’. 

These top videos are all content ideas which 
are more likely to to go down well, after all 
these ‘Most popular’ videos only got there 
because they got found in search (shows 

demand) or they were shared. 



GO FURTHER!
Remember, if you’re feeling a bit 

overwhelmed with marketing your 
business online and find you’re not 

getting the results you want - then you 
should join ATOMIC, our membership 

site. It guides you through a 7 step 
process to make digital marketing 

work for you. 

https://www.andrewandpete.com/atomic



Did you know that around 85% of 
Facebook Videos are played without 

sound! This means that if you’re not using 
captions on your videos you are 

dramatically missing out. Videos with 
captions will also show up more than 

those without!

Captions can be time consuming to write, but 
there is a great service we use called Rev.com - 

which will give you captions at $1/minute. 

13. CAPTION VIDEOS



Make the most of your content and repurpose it as much as possible 
using Live video. Social Media Examinar do a great job of this when 

they repurpose their podcast show on YouTube Live. 

14. MAKE THE MOST OF IT!



15. SEASONAL
What’s going on in the world right 
now? What holidays are coming 
up?! Use it as an excuse to have 

some fun and entertain. At Andrew 
and Pete we don’t need an excuse 

to have fun but the more 
entertaining and timely our content 

is, the more shares and 
engagement we get. 



16. CAPTION THIS!
A fun little game to get engagement 

and shares, this kind of thing 
always goes down well. Why don’t 

you give it a go? 



Facebook will give you a bigger reach if 
you post natively and upload videos 

natively to it rather than link to a YouTube 
video or a blog.

Same goes for Twitter! We’ve had great results 
from posting videos natively to Twitter. 

17. POST NATIVELY



18. A VS. B DEBATE

Getting people to give their opinion 
via engaging is always great, but why 

not take it a step further and do a 
Live video debate?! Maybe even get 
guests on the show, throw out some 
facts for each side of the argument 

and watch the comments roll in! 



Retweet yourself! This is a fairly new 
feature on Twitter where you can now RT 
yourself, why not - it’s double the reach 

and moreover, others are more likely to RT 
if someone has already previously 

(remember hack 7?).

YOURSELF
19. RETWEET



People want to share breaking news because it makes them look ‘in the know’. So 
start sharing the latest breaking industry news and releases. Don’t just share 

though, talk about it, give your own opinion and ask for other’s opinions too. Social 
Media Examinar do a great job of this with their weekly round up show (on left).

20. BE THE FIRST TO TALK ABOUT IT



21. COLLABORATE
Team up with one of your peers and 

get collaborating on 
blogs/podcasts/interviews/story 

takeovers/live shows etc and create 
something much bigger than you 

could have done by yourself. 

Top Tip: Collaborate with people who 
have a bigger audience than you and you 

will grow very fast indeed! 



People want to share breaking news because it makes them look ‘in the know’. So 
start sharing the latest breaking industry news and releases. Don’t just share 

though, talk about it, give your own opinion and ask for other’s opinions too. Social 
Media Examinar do a great job of this with their weekly round up show (on left).

22. PAY!
You read that right haha! If you want 
to reach a wider audience and don’t 
have time to implement any of these 

hacks, then spending a few dollars will 
get you far! This was only $12.

We’d recommend creating a Facebook Ad 
rather than just clicking the ‘Boost’ button.



23. ASK PEERS!
If something’s performing well and 

you want to keep it up, or if there is a 
deadline to a discount offer or 

competition - reach out to relevent 
peers and ask if they wouldn’t mind 

sharing it.

Make sure you do the same in return.



24. LEARN & SHARE
At the beginning of this video Pete says, 

“I’m going to make a deal with you, if you 
learn something new in this video, then 
you HAVE to share it, deal?”. Challenge 
people to share your video if they learn 

something new! This always works
a treat.

 
Again, this works really well on Twitter too.



25. BUZZSUMO
BuzzSumo.com shows you the most 

shared content in any topic or 
industry or even via influencer. The 
free version show’s you only the top 
ten results, but that’s a good enough 
start! Find out the best performing 
content from your website or your 
competitors so that you can create 

content on that too! 



26. POKE FUN
The marketing world is full of acronyms, 
jargon and buzzwords... so we made fun 

of this and asked regular people what 
they thought - with hilarious results!!

Poking fun at your own industry shows 
humility (which people love), and is an 

easy way to inject humour.

Check out the video, it’s pretty funny: 
http://bit.ly/marketingbuzzwords



27. GO LIVE
Facebook is pushing Live HARD!! It’s 
advertising everywhere, it’s giving 

priority to Live and it’s rapidly 
innovating and releasing more and 

more features all the time! Our tip, use 
Facebook Live as much as possible and 

keep an eye out for all the new 
features.

Why not go Live with someone else and 
collaborate for an even wider reach.



A large part of ranking in YouTube 
search is about the keywords you use. 
Traditionally you can never see what 

keywords/tags other videos have 
used to rank at the top of the search 

results, but if you use VidIQ or 
TubeBuddy you can! 

There’s free versions of both 
- check ‘em out! 

28. COPY
KEYWORDS



29. EMOTION
If we can evoke some kind of emotion 

with our content then we hold the 
power for people to get behind it and 

share. Even the big companies are 
doing this, are you?

There’s lot’s of different emotions, 
SURPRISE, SHOCK, ENVY, SERENITY, 
AMAZEMENT, LOVE, JOY, CURIOSITY, 

NOSTALGIA, DISGUST, ANGER, AWE, FEAR, 
ANTICIPATION, HUMOUR...



30. BEHIND
THE SCENES!

Behind the scenes videos are great 
because people love to feel like they’re 
getting an exclusive look at something. 

Like an insider. Here we took people 
behind the scenes of our membership 

site ATOMIC and showed them around. 
 

The beauty of this is that we can retarget 
Facebook Ads to all those who watched 
this video, because let’s face it - if they’re 

watching this video - they might be a 
potential buyer. 



31. LIKE YOURSELF
There’s nothing LinkedIn likes more 

than engagement, even just a simple 
Like gives your post a massive boost in 
visibility! Funnily enough this includes 

you Liking your own post! So, next time 
you want a post on LinkedIn seen, Like 

it yourself! 



FIRST
32. ENGAGE

Algorithms (especially Twitter, Facebook 
and Instagram), will show you content 

from people you regularly engage with. 
 

Soooo… there’s nothing stopping you 
engaging first! The more you talk to 

people on social media (and they reply), 
the more they will see your content! 

 
We do a ton of engagement using Twitter 

video replies at the moment.
 



BOTS FTW!
33. MESSENGER

Using a service like ManyChat you can 
automatically reply to people privately 

via Messenger. This is a great 
opportunity to get people engaged - and 

of course, more engagement equals 
more reach! Here’s an example of where 
you have to comment to get the answer, 
then automatically our Messenger Bot 

then responds to them privately. 

This is also a great way to get more 
Messenger subscribers!



This ebook has been packed full of 33 HACKS that 
you can start implementing TODAY!

 
Don’t be posting like it’s 2008! If you’re guilty of just 
posting links to your blogs or other people’s blogs, 
then the social algorithms are going to punish you! 

 
Instead... inject some creativity into your social 

posts, wow your followers and make some noise!!
 

Hope to see on you social ;)
 

(props to anyone who got that last pun)

FOLKS!THAT’S ALL



JOIN THE SUCCESSES
If you really want to master your social media 

strategy and digital marketing overall, then you 
need to join ATOMIC - the best content marketing 

membership site everrrrrr! Ok, we’re biased but we 
really do think it’s awesome. Check it out here: 

>> https://www.andrewandpete.com/atomic <<


